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Abstract
We discuss aspects of Coulomb gas representations of rational con
formal field theories which might be useful for the Baxterisation of
braid group representations appearing in this context.Trigonometric
soLutions of the Yang-Baxter equations emerging from one-component
Coulomb gases -with underlying quantum group SU(2)q are construc
ted expbcitely.
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versitât Bonn, Germany.
2.) Supported by Volkswagenstiftung
* Part of a lecture given at the ii.workshop “New Trends in
QFT”, Razlog,Bulgaria.
I
Prologue: In the lectures given by the author orally in
Razlog dealing with various facets of relations between rational
conformal field theories and integrable systems several prob
lems were posed as exercises for the attending students.One of
the problems mentioned was the recursive construction of solu
tions of the Yang-Baxter equations taking advantage of Cou
lomb Gas representations of conformal field theories. I take
the opportunity to collect the material which might be use
ful in this context and discuss the solution of the problem in
the simplest possible framework of a one-component Coulomb
gas representation. I hope that these notes may be helpful for
somebody who wishes to work out the exercise in its full com
plexity.
1 Introduction
Given the progress made in understanding cl=2 conformal field
theories on one side and of d=2 integrable spin systems on the
other side much effort has been spent in recent years to find
spin systems whose critical behaviour is governed by a par
ticular conformal field theory, or,vice versa to determine the
universality class of a given spin system, that is, to identify the
field theory that describes the given spin system at criticality
A short cut version of such a two-sided program has been ad
vocated by Gepner [1] some time ago.This author conjectures
that all representations of the braid group appearing in ra
tional conformal field theories(RCFT) can in a rather specific
way he” Baxterised” .The latter terminology has been coined
F2] to denote the attachment of spectral parameters to repres
entations of the braid group s.c the Yang -Baxter equations
(YBE) are satisfied.Solutions of the YBEs give rise to integ
rable vertex nioclels and integrable”interaction round a face”
models [3] .It is commonly believed that the so constructed spin
systems lead in the scaling limit at criticality back to the RCFT
one started from. Taking Gepner’s conjecture and the previ
ous prejudice for guaranteed one has a neat connection indeed
between RCFTs and integrable spin systems.The purpose of
these notes is to dwell on Gepnefs conjecture.
The formulas proposed in[1] can easily be verified to he true
for minimal conformal field theories with central charge smal
ler than one. This can he seen by noting 1.) that Gepner’s
formulas are identical in structure with Jimbo’s trigonometric
solutions of the YBE [4] for the quantum group Su(2) . and
that 2.) according to Gomez and Sierra (GS)[.5} the Coulomb
gas representation of the nunimal theories mediate SU(2)q rep
resentations.
I have not found any indication that Gepner’s conjecture- or
rather a suitable generalisation of it - can be deduced from the
general principles of d=2 conformal field theory. It seems most
likely that one needs for this purpose more specific informa
tion.Our basic assumption will be that there exists a Coulonib
gas representation of the RCFT under consideration. But also
this seems in general not to supply enough structural insight
to proceed with the Baxterisation. One needs, as far as I can
see. . the underlying structure of a quantum group. We are
therefore finally lead to advertise the Coulomb gas representa
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tion as a calculational tool to construct Yang-Baxter matrices
intertwining arbitrary representations of any quantum group.
The plan of these notes is as follows Some material about
RCFT is collected in the following section.The third section is
devoted to a discussion of different bases of contour integrals
within Coulomb gas representations. XVe will deal there also
with the GS representation of the braid group. The Baxterisa
Hon is discussed in the last section.
2 RCFT
The basic data of a d=2 conformal field theory are a sym
metry algebra -which may he the Virasoro algebra or a lar
ger algebra in which the Virasoro algebra is imbedded- and
a finite number of highest weight representations of this al
gehra.among them the vacuum representation with the vacuum
being the unique projectively invariant state of the respective
theory.Let z denote the finitely many- primary operators (we
(Teal with a RCFT !) intertwining the vacuum representation
with tile other highest weight representations. Vacuum cor
relation functions of the operatorsw decompose into sums of
products of holomorphic and antiholomorphic finctions,the so-
called conformal blocks.
(4b(zi,T)... = Er-F (1)
The operators can accordingly be factored into holomorphic
and anti— holomorphic parts.We will deal here only with the
1
holomorphic parts of tile operators which vi1 he denoted iw
CJ.
Conformal blocks are conveniently described in terms of so-
(ailed chirai vertex operators(CVO) [6]. Let P1 he the pro
jector onto the representation space of the symmetry algebra
which is reached by acting with j on the vacuum state.A CVO
is defined by f7 = PkbJPI. The holomorphic blocks F figuring
in Eq.( 1) emerge from the (iterated) partition of unity through
projectors
-R,
r11
. ..1 =
P0o1(c )P9...Pkb1(:9)oI(Di)) = (I:jk.( :,)
(2)
with Po denoting the projector onto the vacuum sector.A
function F is exactly then non-vanishing if the operators o
and 0k couple in the short distance algebra with a non-zero
expansion coefficient to ó, x=1 n.The specification of the
operator algebra completes the data characterising a particular
RCFT.It may happen that a representation occurs more than
once at one place in the block decomposition, Eq.(2).We do
not bother to indicate this potential degeneracy.
The conformal blocks in Eq.(2) are analytic functions with re
spect to each argument in the complex plane as long as no pair
of arguments coincides.The analytic continuation of the block
functions generates representations of the braid group 6].As
generating move for the braid group may be taken the inter
change of neighbouring CVOs in the operator product scheme
.3
scheme of Eq.( 2 ).This gives the linear transformation.
= (3)
where * on the representation matrix R refer to the two ho
motopically inequivalent ways to move the neighbouring CVO5
around each other.cf. Fig.1. Note that two of the arguments
in brackets on the r.h.s. of Eq.(3) indicate the primary operat
ors which are moved.(x.x’). and two .(f.i). the surrounding in
which rhex are moved.
The representation matrices have to meet a number of consist
ency conditions[7J48],[9j,(which may be comprised in the re
qiiirement that homotopically equivalent moves lead to identical
linear transforrnarions).Of these we only quote the “hexagon
equation” .which states the equivalence of two threefold moves
of three neighbouring CVOs,cf.Fig. 2
Z R(fxx’m)f R(l’xx”i)R(fxx”m), = (4)
Z R(lx’x”i );g’R(f.r;r” in’ )R(1xr’ i),
with the understanding that all matrices appearing here are
either R+ or R representatives.One should note that Eq.(4)
is not a conventional matrix equation, since it comprises the
contraction of environmental labels.
The braid group transformations become simple vis-ä-vis the
vacuum if one supposes that there is no multiple occurence
in the operator algebra of one and the same representation of
the symmetry algebra. It has been shown [8] that under these
circumstances normalisations can be chosen s.t. holds
R±(fr.rO)’
=
±i(dj—d1d (.5)
b
The label 0 refers here to the vacuum state. With d. are cle
noted the scaling dimensions of the corresponding states. Spe
cialising Eq.(4) to x = a? = a?’ and i = 0 one obtains.taking
into account Eq.(5),
r(•xx)DR(•xx•) = Dr(xx.)D (6)
and analogous relations for R. We use here the notation
= ôkj9explrz(dk — 2d,)
Noting that
= t(xx.)
one can rewrite Eq.(6) in the form
R(.xx•) = DrDR-D-’ (7)
It shows that the hexagon equation on the vacuum supplies a
spectral decomposition of the braid group matrices in the case
that no multiple appearences of representations occur. One
needs otherwise more specific information to handle the arising
degeneracies.
3 Coulomb Gas Representations
Let1,i=1,.. .n denote the chiral parts of massless scalar free
fields in two Eudidean dimensions and a’ = (cvf, .4) n-component
real-valued vectors.The basic objects of a Coulomb gas repres
entation are normal ordered exponential vertex operators (\O)
of the free fields:
1’(z) =: expia •
(1’ o = : nfoj. Free field vacuum expectation values of tile
exponentials read as
ll( — )o) (8)
The other ingredient of a Coulomb gas representation is a sys
tem of spin fields.But these behave neutrally under braid group
transformations and will therefore not be taken into consider
ation in these notes.
CVOs of RCFT are built up by attaching to the free field ex
ponentials contour-integrated so-called screening operators [6].
The latter which will he denoted j1. are also built out of free
field exponentials(and of spin field polynomials) s.t. their scal
ing dimension is equal to one. Correlation functions of RCFT
have in the emerging Coulomb gas representation the appear
ence:
JV
(9)
One may choose different bases of independent contours.
Some of the possibilities are depicted in Fig.’s 3 -.5.
Lines stand in Fig.’s3-5 for integration contours, crosses for
positions of CVOs and circles for screening currents
The basis of path ordered contours between neighbouring CVOs
.cf.Fig.3, has been introduced by Dotsenko and Fateev (DF)
[10]. It is particularly suited for explicit calculations.
Let us assume for simplicity that we deal with one species of
screening currents.( The results in the present section are eas
ily extended to the case of an arbitrary variety of screening
currents). A picture of the basic braiding nloves.as they are
realised in the DF contour base, is shown in Fig.6a and Fig.6b
S
• It should he evident from these figures that tile constitutive
rule of braiding consists in the recipe to move contours with
the points they are attached to.
Let N he the total number of screening currents of the config
uration pictured in Fig.6a.b. We take the number of screening
currents in the upper half of the figures as state-label. Let
the braiding matrices going along with the processes of Fig.s
6a. 6b be denoted by R1 and R2 resp. .These matrices can be
evaluated by relating the deformed contours back to the un
deformed contours.One reads from the figures that R1 and R2
are triangular ( with respect to the above mentioned labeling)
and that they are similiar to each other. With T denoting the
anti-diagonal matrix
= 6Ni,j, 0 i,j < N
we have -
R2=TR1 (10)
The hexagon equations (4) ,as realised in the DF basis, have
the nice comic strip representation of Fig.7 • It is easy to
verify that the phase factors picked up along the lower and
upper pathes of of Fig. 7 are the same and that they are in fact
independent of the particular configuration chosen.(An anlog
ous result holds also for the case of an arbitrary number of
different species of screening currents.) Normalisations can he
chosen s.t. one has R12 = T (in a given sector with a fixed
number of screening currents). One brings the hexagon equa
tions,using Eq.(10). into the form
RR21= T = = TR1R2= R21 (11)
where one has also used the relation T2 = 1.
The basis of contours depicted in Fig.4 has been introduced
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by Felder because of its immediate interpretation iii terms of
CVOs.We will call it the F-hasis.Qur interest in this basis is
related to tile fact that one achieves with Feider’s contours a
(liagonabsation of the braid rnatrices.We exploited this already
-without mentioning it- in drawing Fig.3 for representing tile
DF-hasis.It is there taciteiv assumed that the DF itours are
inibedded into F-contours as shown in Fig.8
It is evident from the picture that the outer F-.. ontours do
not interfere with the action of the braid group inside these
contours. The action of the braid group becomes, in other
words, through this choice of contours partially diagonalized.It
is in the same vein obvious that in going from the DF-basis to
the F-basis one diagonalizes R1 (for the case of one species of
screening currents) and with the help of Eq.(1O) also R2. Let
B anti h resp. denote the phase factors generated by braiding
the free field \0s in the inner circle of Fig.4 and by braiding
a screening current with a VO ( supposing for simplicity that
these VOs are of the same type) and let di denote the phase
factor emerging from the braiding of two screening currents.A
configuration with a fixed number, say k. of screening currents
integrated along the inner contours of Fig.4 is an eigenvector
of R1 with eigenvalue
Ak = (12)
I want to digress, even if I will not pursue it further, in order to
comment on the diagonalisation of R-matrices in the case that
several species of screening currents exist.It is then convenient
to use the basis of contours display-ed in Fig.9 .The monodrorn
move of the inner, connected piece of Fig.9 (that is.the 27r rota
tion of tins piece) is represented b a diagonal matrix whereas
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the braid action relates two configurations respectively to each
other. This twofold connection is easily diagonalized by hand.
The basis of contours of Fig.5 has been used by Gomez and
and Sierra tGS) [5] to realise quantum group representations
on Coulomb gas contours.GS have worked out the case of one
species of screening currents which leads to representations
ofSU(2)q. The ease of higher rank groups has been considered
in[12]. The contours in Fig.5 may either extend in the complex
plane to infinity or may end at a finite point.To comply with
SU(2),1 conventions we stipulate (aiming at the spin j repres
entation of SU(2 )q) that the constants in Eq.( 12) are given
by
B=q (13)
(14)
.j c 4. We use.following[5] and [12],the notation e(z) for a
VO at position z with n attached contours of the type displayed
in Fig..5 .A contour creation operator F is defined by setting
= 1/(1 —f’)f6,,dtJ(t)e(c) = e(z) (1.5)
where the index GS is meant to indicate that the added contour
is again of the OS type. One finds inductively
= Fhle5=
U, L5dtJ(t1)e(:) = [2j]q[2j — l]q...[2j — U + l]P’1e(:) (16)
with[x]q = (1 — qS)/(1
— q’). Pe(z) denotes here the
VO with n attached straight contours ,as they are shown iii
I’
Fig.1O.We deduce from Ec1.(16) that
= 0.forri 2] (17)
We define furthermore-following again [5] and [12]- a phase
operator k by
k2e = (18)
The eigenvalue qftt’ is the phase factor one picks tip in trans
porting a screening current around a VO eq. Comparison of
Ec1’s(1.5) and (17) yields the relation
IcE = q’2Fk (19)
The conclusion to be drawn from Eq’s (15),(17) and (19) is
that k and F generate a Borel subalgebra of SU(2),1 and that a
spin j representation is built up with e as highest weight vec
tor. It is possible to complete the SU(2)q algebra by defining a
suitable contour destruction operator.cf. [5].[12]. We will here
only make use of the above defined Borel subalgebra.
The main achievement of the GS approach is a natural repres
entation of the comultiplication.The comultiplication law for
the generator F is depicted in Fig. 11. This reads in formulas
as
±F(e7(:i) De72(c2)) = (20)
Fe7’(zi) : e72(zo) +k2e”(zj) Fe7(z2)
The two terms on the r.h.s. of (20) arise through decomposition
of the large contour of Fig.11 into seperate contours around
each of the VOs. The obvious comultiplication law for k is
* e72) = ke1 * ke (21)
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(The phase factor picked up along a path encircling two VOs
is equal to the product of phase factors picked up on seperate
tours around each of the VOs).Eqs (20) and (21) are equivalent
to the operator relations
\F=F1+k2c (22)
= k Ic (23)
It is straightforward to verify that (22) and (23) map the Borel
algebra we started from homomorphically.
Practitioners of q-analysis often quote Eq.(22) in a slightly dif
ferent form.Defining
jEFk
one obtains ( exploiting the fact that X is an algebra homo
morphism)
f=fDk’+kOf (24)
The action of the comultiplied quantum algebra interchanges
with the braiding of the two involved VOs. as one directly infers
from Fig.11 and the very definition of z(k), Eq.(2l).
We want to derive still another intertwining property of the
braid group generators, which will he used in the subsequent
section. Let us inspect the braiding of two VOs in the GS
hasis.as it is illustrated in Fig.12 . The deformed contours
may he hanclled,one after another,cf.[5], [12j.in a way which is
demonstrated for the outermost contour of one of the VOs in
Fig.13 . Iterating the operation displayed in Fig.13 one arrives
at the formula
II’
(2.3)
1
1-•
.with ck( ni) denoting constants which are independent of
II). The representation of braiding through the last equation
and the commutation relation.Eq.( 19). allow to deduce the in
tertwining relation
R(k’Df) =(føk)R (26)
4 Baxterisation
To “Baxteriz&’ a given representation of the braid group means
that one finds matricesR1+i(x) acting on a tensor product of
vector spaces 4oI) T4.1 i < ri — 1 depending on a spectral
parameter x s.t. they coincide for x = 0 with the matrices of
the given braid group representation,
= 0) = (27)
and that they satisfy for general values x.y of the spectral para
meters the yB equations
Rjj±l(.r)Rj+jj±2(.Fy)R j±l (y) =R1+2(y)R÷i(.ry)R1+9x)
(28)
These equations appear in particular in the context of integ
rable spin models as sufficient condition for the consistency
of so-called Yang-Baxter-Faddeev-Zamlodchikov algebras [13).
The latter are defined through relations of the form
R(x/y)L(x) L(y) = L(y) S L(i)R(.r/y) (29)
for some linear operatorsL().Eq.(29) suggests( it may even
though not always be necessary )that R obeys the boundary
co nclition
= 1) lj (30)
with l denoting the unit operator in U L). Solutions of
Eci.(28) with the property (30) are called “regular” .[13j. We
demand regularity in tile following.
A consequence of Eqs.(28) and (30) is the “unitarity relation”
R1(x)R1/x) (31)
Taking into account the boundary condition (27) and the unit
aritv relation one has also
R1(x) R’.forx DC (32)
The conditions (27).(30),(31)and (32) are easily adapted in au
ansatz involving the spectral decomposition of the matrices
R1.
=
(One should remember from the previous section that an ex
plicit spectral decomposition of the R matrices is available if
one has to do with a Coulomb gas representation of a RCFT.
It is then just a matter of relating the basis of contours under
consideration to Feldefs basis.) The ansatz for R(x) reads as
= Z p(.c)(P)1 (33)
‘lit
The conditions (27),(30)and(32) are satisfied if one chooses the
the functionsp(x) s.t.
Pv(’) —* A,forx —+0 (34)
p,(.r)
—
1/Ay. for,v — DC (35)
constant. forx — 1 (.36)
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holds.Condition (31) is more restrictive than the otliers.We are
aiming at solutions of the YB equations which depend polyno—
miallv Ofl tile spectral parameter.(Those are called trigonornet
tic solutions within the general classification scheme for solu
tions of YB equations[l4].) Eq.(31) can only be satisfied if all
functions p(x) have as polynomials in the spectral parameter
x the same degree.say k.Moreover. inserting representations of
the polynomials in the form
k
ll(’ —
i=i
where adenote some constants.into Eq.(31) one finds that
the a,,j are restricted to
= b)t e(j. v) = ±1 (37)
withb3.j=1....k denoting some v-independent constants.
Let Rf and RpF .i=l.2 .denote the braiding matrices R1+t,
evaluated in the F- and DF basis respectively .Restricting to
the case of a one component Coulomb gas, of which the para
meters are adapted to a spin j representation of StI(2), -
Eqs.(13).(14)- we have
nF\ ç(n1 )kk’ = (.3b)
E
Let A denote the matrix connecting the DF and F bases,
ReF = ADA’.
The ansatz for the Baxterisation .Eq.(33).becomes
Rf’() = AD(.r)A’ (39)
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with D(.r)kk’ = ókkrpk(X) and
= TRJr)T.R R.
cf.Ec1.(1O).Using the notation
Q(.r. y) = Rj(.r)TR(iy)T)
we rewrite the YB equations (28) in the form
Q(x.y) =TQ(y,x)T (40)
The task of finding of finding trigonometric solutions of the YB
equations being connected with SU(2)1 has been reduced by
Jimbo[4] to a linear problem (which has its origin in an integ
rable Toda model).This author suggests to construct matrices
R(x) with the intertwining property
R()(fDk+k’ f)=(fzk+x•k’zf)R(x) (41)
To solve this equation we insert the ansatz (39) and multiply
from left and right with projectors F,, and resp. to obtain
f),1(X)P(I.fHk+k’ f)Pv = p(.r)P(f %k+.rk ?f)P
(42)
This can be simplified with the help of Eq.(26) which is the
the x=0 version of Eq.(34) to
I,fZkP1’p(x+A,’/A) = Pfrf kP1,p’(x)(l+7\ /,,a) (13)
We reach so the conclusion that
(1 + A/1\x)
Pv(’)/pv’(’) = (44)(.r + \‘/A)
in the case that kP is non-vanishing.Tb figure onr.wlwn
tIns happens. we observe that the quantum group interpreta
tion of theP is that they provide the projection onto the (hf—
ferent irreducible representations of the coniultiplied quantum
Lj solvLng Eq.(11) we adopt the strategy developed in[1ö].
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grop.The operator f k on the other hand carries (quantum)
spin one. It follows.[4]. that
Pk2fP1 00 forv’=vv+1 (4.5)
= O,otherwise
The last relations show that Eq.(41) has a solution which is
unique up to an overall normalisation. One may also straight
forwardly verify that the conditons (27).(30),(31)and (32) are
satisfied by the solution of Eq. (41) .It has finally to be shown
that the YB equations are a consequence of Eq.(40).We intro
duce for this purpose the notations
Qi(x. y) = Ri(x)R2(xy)Ri(y)
2(y,x) = (y)Ri(xy)Rx
(Remind that one has TQ1(x, y)T
= Q2(y, x) in the DF’ basis.)
X(x.q) = (xy. fØk ®k + x k’ 0 f 0 k + k’ C k’ Of)
Y(x,y) = (fOkQOk+x.kCf +xyk’0k’0f)
Using the fact that braiding commutes with the operators
C k and applying repeatedly Eq.(41) we arrive at the re
lations
Q(x, g)X(x, y) = YGr, y)Q(x.y). I = 1,2 (46)
This lends itself to a proof of the YB equations through an in
duction in the number of integrated screening currents (since
the operations represented by X and Y acid one integrated
screening current to a given configuration.)
Suppose that Eq.(46) is satisfied for all configurations with the
number of screening currents less or equal to n.Ec1.(46) shows
that the same is true for configurations with (n+1) screening
currents, which can be reached from configurations with n cur
rents through application of X(x.y). The same holds.because
I8
of Eq.(40).for configurations which can he readied through
TX(v.x). Bitt those two operations can be shown to generate
all configurations with (n±1) currents.The induction is there
with complete.
Remarks:1.) The quantum group has effectively only- he used
to guarantee the validity of Eq.(4.5).
2.)Our original hope was to find a recipe of Baxterisation for
a braid group representation generated by an arbitrary Cou
lomb gas.The restricting power of relations (31) and (45) (or
a condition substituting the latter relation) leads us to the
conjecture that a trigonometric Baxterisation associated with
a simple linear problem is only possible within the realm of
quantum group representations.
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